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Abstract 

Sentiment analysis (also known as opinion mining) refers to the use of natural language processing, text 

analysis and computational linguistics to identify and extract subjective information in source materials. Sentiment 

analysis is widely applied to reviews and social media for a variety of applications, ranging from marketing to 

customer service. The difficulties of performing sentiment analysis in this domain can be overcome by leveraging on 

common-sense knowledge bases. Opinion Mining is a very challenging and promising discipline which is defined as 

an intersection of information retrieval and computational linguistic techniques to deal with the opinions expressed 

in a document. The main aim at solving the problems related to opinions about products, reviews ranking in movies, 

Politian in newsgroup posts, review sites etc. In this paper we are about to cover the source of data from where we 

take , its classification, evaluation process and then grouping techniques, tools used, and future challenges in 

opinion mining. Opinion mining consists of various stages such as extraction of data from various sources, text 

classification, grouping together and then evaluating it to positive or negative or true or false value. On the basis of 

our survey and analysis of the techniques, we provide an overall picture of what is involved in developing a 

software system for opinion mining. Any user, buyer or customer rely on the Web for their opinions on various 

products and services which they have used, it is very important to develop methods to automatically classify and 

evaluate them. The task of classifying and analyzing such collective data together is known as customer feedback or 

review data, and is called as opinion mining. 
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I. Introduction: 

The World Wide Web is growing at an alarming rate not only in size but also in the types of services and 

contents provided. Each and every users are participating more actively and are generating vast amount of new data. 

These new Web contents include customer reviews and blogs that express opinions on products and services – 
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which are collectively referred to as customer feedback data on the Web. As customer feedback on the Web 

influences other customer’s decisions, these feedbacks have become an important source of information for 

businesses to take into account when developing marketing and product development plans. This era is of automated 

systems [1] and digital information every field of life is evolving rapidly and generating data. As a result huge 

amount of data produce in the  field of science, engineering, medical, marketing, finance etc [2]. Automated systems 

are needed to automate analysis, summarization, and classification of data. It also helps at enterprise level to take 

related decisions. Multiple research fields like statistics, machine learning, artificial intelligence and visualization 

are involved to develop such automated systems 

Opinion mining is a growing field to identify the thoughts and sentiments of people, which they express in 

form of their feedbacks or reviews on various things. Today due to vast use internet and social platforms, people are 

having a huge amount of space where they can publically express their opinions. These reviews are present in 

various forms on web like the feedbacks for products listed on various ecommerce web sites, or the personal posts 

from Face book, twitter, bloggers etc. Some formal reviews are also available in various discussion forums related 

to products/sites or domains. People also post a lot of personal views in form of movie reviews or the buzz creating 

news in various articles for magazines and newspapers. These opinions are directly related to how they feel. And 

this feeling can be classified as being positive, negative or neutral in nature. Positive views have a positive impact 

on society and a negative view creates a negative impact as shown in figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sentiment analysis of online user generated content is important for many social media analytics tasks. A 

lot of work has been carried out for extracting people sentiments from textual data. Researchers have largely relied 

on textual sentiment analysis to develop systems to predict political elections, measure economic indicators, and so 

on. Although, social media is source of most recent information, it cannot be trustworthy as it is composed of 

several aspects generated by different peoples. In this work we are proposing hybrid approach of sentiment analysis 

for area of interest. The hybrid approach consists of aggregating sentiments from both social media and news feeds. 

After extracting sentiments from both approaches, they are then clustered and will be made available for analysis. 

RSS feeds enable publishers to syndicate data automatically. A standard XML file format ensures compatibility 

with many different machines/programs. RSS feeds also benefit users who want to receive timely updates from 

favorites websites or to aggregate data from many sites. 
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A number of proficient ways are existing [4] to store the huge volumes of data, computational techniques 

and models are required to extract the hidden patterns and knowledge. These techniques and tools are used to 

transform the data into useful information, to make market analysis, fraud detection and find the customer intentions 

etc. Such computational tools and techniques are the subject of Knowledge Discovery in Database andData Mining 

[4-5].Text mining is an interdisciplinary method used in different fields like machine learning, information retrieval, 

statistics, computational linguistic and data mining to form mining algorithms. Some researchers defined text 

mining as tool to discover the new knowledge from huge volume of natural language text using computational 

algorithms. Web mining is a sub discipline of text mining used to mine the semi structured web data in form of web 

content mining, web usage mining and wed structure mining. 

 

 

II. METHODOLOGIES 

There are various methods used for opinion mining and sentiment analysis among which following are the 

important ones: 

(i) Naïve Bays Classifier. 

(ii) Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

(iii) Multilayer Perceptron. 

(iv) Clustering. 

 

Categorization of work done for feature extraction and classification in opinion mining and sentiment 

analysis is done. In addition to this, performance analysis, advantages and disadvantages of different techniques are 

appraised Advantages & Disadvantages of above system are as follows. Advantages of Naïve Bayes Classification 

Method are Model is easy to interpret and Efficient computation. Disadvantage of Naïve Bayes Classification 

Method is Assumptions of attributes being independent, which may not be necessarily valid.Advantages of Support 
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Vector Machine Method are very good performance on experimental results and Low dependency on data set 

dimensionality. Disadvantages of Support Vector Machine Method are One disadvantages of SVM is i.e. in case of 

categorical or missing value it needs pre-processed and difficult interpretation of resulting model. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM. 

Sentiment analysis of online user generated content is important for many social media analytics tasks. A 

lot of work has been carried out for extracting people sentiments from textual data. Researchers have largely relied 

on textual sentiment analysis to develop systems to predict political elections, measure economic indicators, and so 

on.  Although, social media is source of most recent information, it cannot be trustworthy as it is composed of 

several aspects generated by different peoples.  In this work we are proposing hybrid approach of sentiment analysis 

for area of interest. The hybrid approach consists of aggregating sentiments from both social media and news feeds.  

After extracting sentiments from both approaches, they are then clustered and will be made available for analysis. 

 

In this method we can take real time RSS feed data along with twitter data and then analyze that data to get 

the opinion. The main scope of this will be Grab the real time news data stream from Twitter using twitter streaming 

API 2. Grab the real time news from news RSS feeds 

 

 

Figure 4.1.Proposed Working Block Diagram 

As shown in figure 4.1 the feature will be extracted from RSS feed data and the Tweeter data which will be 

categories in different ways as Sport, Political etc. Then we can apply this with training data set and then it can be 

classified and the correct opinion can be provided. 

RSS FEED 
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This paper is organized as follows: section 2 covers opinion mining. Section 3 is about the dataset source. 

Section 4 is about the levels of sentiment classification. Section 5 describes text classification Section 6 is all about 

the grouping feature Section 7 describes evaluation process and Section 8 describes various recent tools used to do 

this 

 

IV. Opinion Mining (O.M) 

Opinion Mining is a promising discipline which is defined as combination of information retrieval and 

computational linguistic techniques deals with the opinions expressed in a document. The field major goals is 

solving the problems related to opinions about products, politics in newsgroup posts, review sites, etc. There are 

different techniques for summarizing customer reviews like Data Mining, Information Retrieval, Text Classification 

and Text Summarization [2], before World Wide Web users asked the opinions of his family and friends to purchase 

the product . In the very same way when any organizations need to take the decision about their products they had to 

conduct various surveys to the focused groups or they had to hire the external consultants to do so [4]. Web 2.0 [7], 

ease the customers to take decision to purchase the product by reviewing the posted comments. Customers can post 

reviews on web communities, discussion forums, twitters, blogs, product’s web site these comments are called user 

generated contents. Web2.0 is playing a vital role in data extracting source in opinion mining. It facilitates users to 

know about the product from other customer’s reviews who have already used it instead of asking friends and 

families. Companies, instead of conducting surveys and hiring the external consultants to know about the clients 

opinions, extract opinionated text from product web site [8]. An automated opinion summarization model is needed 

to complete these tasks. Opinion Mining or SentimentAnalysis is the area to extract the opinionated textdatasets and 

summarize in understandable form for end user [8]. Opinion mining is used to extract the positive, negative or 

neutral opinion summary from unstructured data. It involves subjectivity in text and computational management of 

opinion. It is the sub-discipline of web content mining, which involves Natural Language Processing and opinion 

extraction task to find out the polarity of any product consumers feedback [4]. Figure 2 describes the object model 

of Opinion Mining. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Opinion Mining Model 

Sentiment Classification 
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4.1 Document level: 

Document level sentiment classification is based on the sentiments executed on the overall sentiments 

expressed by authors. Documents classified according to the sentiments instead of topic. It is very useful in 

summarizing the whole document as positive or negative polarity about any object (camera, fridge, mobile, car, 

movie, and politician). In [12] authors proposed a new approach ―classification of opinion documents by a vote 

system‖ based on combining text representations using key-words related to bigrams. Sentiment Classification 

Using Phrase Patterns in used Special tags opinion words. System constructed some phrase patterns and compute 

sentiment orientation using unsupervised learning algorithm. Proposed system achieved 86% accuracy. Investigated 

perspective from which a document was written. They build Naïve Bayes based model and test on Israeli-

Palestinian conflict. Their corpus consists of articles published on the bitter lemons website. They used NB-B (full 

Bayesian inference) and NB-M (Maximum a posteriori). 

4.2 Sentence level: 

Sentence level sentiment classification models is used for the extraction of  the sentences contained in the 

opinionated terms, opinion holder and opinionated object. It is one level deep to document level and just concerns to 

the opinionated words but not the features. Total number of positive and negative words are counted from the 

extracted and classified sentences and if positive words are maximum then opinion about object is positive and if 

the negative words are more than opinion object is negative otherwise the opinion object will be neutral. To mine 

the customer reviews on a product proposed unsupervised algorithm is used and in this the algorithm find frequent 

features using Apriori algorithm. Chinese WordNet set classify opinion words in clauses (pos, neg or neutral) to 

summarize the comments. Sentence level opinion mining uses subjective and polarity (orientation) to find strength 

of opinions at the clause level. [13], all these are a notable work in this regard. To find the strength of opinions  a 

new idea of syntactic clues is used. They use a wide range of features to find the strength of opinions. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The important part of gathering information always seems as, what the people think. The rising 

accessibility of opinion rich resources such as online analysis websites and blogs means that, one can simply search 

and recognize the opinions of others. One can precise his/her ideas and opinions concerning goods and facilities. 

These views and thoughts are subjective figures which signify opinions, sentiments, emotional state or evaluation of 

someone. In our proposed system we are using RSS feed data with real time twitter data base on the category. 
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